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ABSTRACT 

 

Current carrying conductor induces magnetic field arround it or in other 

words some electrical energy dissipates into magnetic energy while conducting 

current. This happens in our home network of wires and more importantly in the 

power cables outside in streets and this magnetic energy can be utilized at no cost 

(only i*r) if back induced EMF=0& Motional EMF=0. And in Solenoids, which can 

also use this magnetic energy to pull iron objects. Maglev used this concept to be 

elevated from ground and travel faster, less fuel. But they were not stable because 

the eddy currents introduced in the tracks and then engine solenoid because the 

velocity of the maglev was perpendicular to the magnetic field, thus inducing eddy 

current and being unstable, due to change in magnetic field. in our case the relative 

velocity between engine and bogie is minimum so no eddy current. thus it is more 

stable.  

Here I will compare OLD Magnetic Levitation Trains with the new model 

of trains/trucks/pair of cars that consume less energy and are more stable.   
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
  

A solenoid is a long coil of copper wire wrapped around iron/other high permeability 
materials.  
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Solenoids can convert electric current to mechanical action by attracting Iron and 
more importantly all high permeability metals by its magnetic field. 

Change in magnetic field energy 
Force on rod =    

Distance rod moves intosolenoid 
The energy density of the magnetic field of the solenoid depends on the strength of 

the field, squared, and also upon the magnetic permeability of the material the copper wire is 
wound on. Iron has a much, much larger permeability than a vacuum. Metglas has even 
larger permeability than Iron. 
 
Even small solenoids can exert forces of a few Newtons  
 

Negative of this theory is iron and metglas solenoid doesn’t exert a 
constant/dependable force for a long time. Explained are (a.) iron-solenoid Magnetic 
levitation trains compared to first proposed model to metglascore solenoid flying trains 
which is more stable (no eddy current and more net force for same current). 

The Second(b.) case is co-axial solenoid, which also uses Metglas core and so is like 
the first proposed model (no eddy current, more net force for same current) 
 
2. THEORY OF SOLENOID 
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Here R is the radius of the Metglas core, considering fig. below: Metglas core is on 
the 2nd car and we must see that the copper wire on the 1st car is also wound on Metglas 
hollow cylinder (In which the 2nd car Metglas core fits) for efficient values of Force.Please 
see Diagram below of the model using solenoid on the 1st car to pull up 2nd car.  

 
Fig: Proposed Model 

    
Iron attracted naturally to Magnetic Field. 

 
3. QUICK CACULATIONS IN PROPOSED MODEL 
 

In our case taking sample calculations, R = 25cm or 0.25m and for Metglas            
µm = 1.26, n=1000, I=2A, D=0.25m, L=1.0m 
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= 4*π*10-7*1000[1.25/{1.5625+0.0625}0.5 – 0.25/0.1250.5] 
=3.43* 10-4T 
 

Length of current wire = 2*3.14*0.25*1000= 1570m, area of wire = 3.14* 
(1.0/2000)2=0.000000785m2= 0.785mm2 
Resistance of wire = 0.0000000168 ohm.m * 1570/0.000000785 
= 33.6 ohm 
Power consumed by the solenoid = 4* 33.6 W = 134.4 W 
taking B=3.435* 10-4T 

F=ΔU/L = 
B^2πR^2

2μ0
[ 
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μ0
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Therefore F = 3.14*0.0625*3.4352 * 10-8*[1.26/4*3.14*10-7 -1]/8*3.14*10-7 

=9247.492 N (upward force). 
Weight of avg. car is 1500 N. 

Current, length, radius number of turns of the solenoid can be adjusted for making 
upward force equal to the weight of the car. The Upward force (F) has to exactly match the 
downward force (weight) for flying subsequent back bogie to be stable according to free 
body diagram. 

 

Normally 
 

F (total)=(m1+m2+m3+..)a+µ(m1+m2+m3+..)g+air drag, where ‘a’ is the horizontal 
acceleration, 
 

In proposed case 
 

F (total)=(m1+m2+m3+..)a+µ(m1)g + air drag, thus after terminal velocity is reached by the 
assembly, the engine of first car doesn’t provide even the horizontal forward push, only the 
force to overcome air drag and frictional force for the first car. 
F (terminal velocity Force)=µ(m1)g + air drag 

Thus the first car with little current can provide upward thrust for the second car and 
lift it by means of a solenoid. And we don’t have to overcome the frictional force of motion 
on the ground for the second car, which is about 2000N in some cases for all the bogies. 
 
4. MAGLEV 
 
Consider Now Old Magnetic Levitation Trains 
 

“The magnetized coil running along the track, called a guideway, repels the large 
magnets on the train's undercarriage, allowing the train to levitate between 0.39 and 3.93 
inches (1 to 10 centimeters) above the guideway. Once the train is levitated, power is 
supplied to the coils within the guideway walls to create a unique system of magnetic fields 
that pull and push the train along the guideway. The electric current supplied to the coils in 
the guideway walls is constantly alternating to change the polarity of the magnetized coils. 
This change in polarity causes the magnetic field in front of the train to pull the vehicle 
forward, while the magnetic field behind the train adds more forward thrust”. 
 

 
 

Eddy currents are produced by the above Motional EMF (vBL) where v is relative 
velocity (velocity of the train) perpendicular to B, induced in the train-tracks which may in-
turn induce eddy current in the train-solenoid if v is variable. If v is constant it induces a 
constant back EMF in the train-tracks, which can be taken care off. Whenever there is the 
train is accelerating or relative acc. due to air drag, variable v induces eddy current in the 
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train-solenoid. This variable change in current in train-solenoid changes upward force on the 
second bogie and the train will move up and down.  

Magnetized Electromagnetic Coil can also repel ferromagnetic materials which was 
also one way of construction of Maglev. We will consider this kind in our calculations. 
 
5. a) Compared below stability of ferro-magnet of maglev to stability of metglas- 
     electromagnet of our case  
 
Old Magnetic Levitation Train 
 

(Where I have assumed the 1ft width train-track is under the magnetic field of 10T 
(old value of B)of 1 ftdiameter of train-solenoid and B is perpendicular to velocity V of the 
train, so this Voltage will be induced in pylon train-track (ferrous)This induced voltage will 
be high if anyone were to touch it. Some electric traction systems provide regenerative 
breaking that turns the train's kinetic energy back into electricity and returns it to the supply 
system to be used by other trains or the general utility grid6. 
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Let us now calculate how much is the Back Induced EMF in train Solenoid due to 

the Eddy currents: 
Motional EMF=vBL 
(4000/36)*10*0.3048=338.67V(OLD Magnetic Levitation Train) 
 Where I have assumed v=4000/36 m/s = velocity of Maglev Train, B=10T (magnetic field 
strength req. in OLD Maglev), the train solenoid to be 1 ftin diameter. 
The resistance in pylon train track: 9.71 x10-8ohm.m * 0.3048/A’ 
Eddy Current in train-track, I’ =V/R= A’*338.67/9.71 x10-8 * 0.3048 A. 
Back Induced Magnetic Fieldin Train Solenoid: 
B’’ in train-solenoid= µoI’/(2πr) = 4*π*10-7* A’*338.67/(9.71 x10-8 *0.3048*2*3.14*0.3048) T 
Assuming distance between the Magnetic Levitation Train and Track is 1 ft and initial 
B=10T. 
Back induced EMF in the train solenoid = -NΔ(B.A)/Δt 
=-N(B-B’’)A’’/Δt 
Δt = speed/ acceleration, in case of constant acceleration.  
Back Induced EMF in the train solenoid =-NA’’(10-7508.57 * A’)/ΔtVolts 
 

Force on solenoid = 
�^���^�

���
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��

��
− 1]= upward force 

 

Change in F = (10-7508.57* A’)2*(NA’’)2 πR2�
��

��
− 1� /(2μ0 ∗Δt) 
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Where A’’ is area of Train-Solenoid and A’ is cross-sectional area of Eddy current induced 
in iron in tracks of train. N is the number of turns in the train solenoid. R is radius of train 
solenoid. 

So when v is variable the eddy current induced in the train tracks is variable which 
induced variable B’’ in the train-solenoid thus causing changing back EMF in the train-
solenoid. Which is difficult to stabilize thus causing changing upward force and the flying 
bogie moves up and down. 
 
5.    b) Our case co-axial solenoid (both bogies have solenoid) and just one solenoid  
            model of the 1st car solenoid pulling metglascore of the 2nd car are same 
 

For this system, proposed case: we can have can have two electromagnets one on 
each car of opposite polarity fitting into each other to form co-axial solenoids, and SOLVE 
THE problem WITHOUT LAYING NEW TRACKS of electromagnet/ferrous material and 
exposing more maintenance and dangerous handling for people around tracks. 
 

Outside both solenoids in co-axial, the field is zero. 
 

Binside co-axial solenoids = µ0I(n1+n2), where I is current and n1 and n2 are respective number of 
turns. 
 

For one solenoid on 1st car and Metglas core on 2nd car: 
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Where µm is permeability of metglas core inside the 2nd solenoid and R is the radius of the 
metglas.  

There is less relative motion (between coil and metglas) in this mechanism also 
compared to maglev and thus less eddy current to cause variable force upwards and thus less 
instability. 

An additional attachment from the bogie to the engine just takes care of less relative 
movement between the engine and bogie during air drag. 
Motional EMF=vBL (in both cases co-axial solenoids and Solenoid pulling metglas core) 
(rel. vel.)*3.43* 10-4*0.3048/2=(1.045/2) * 10-4 *(rel. vel.) V (in new model Train) 
Assume relative velocity in new model which should be very less is 2m/s (very extreme case, 
worst case scenario). B is taken from “Quick Calculations” in the beginning of the paper and 
L = 0.5 feet. 
 

Then, Motional EMF = 1.045 * 10-5 V, which is very less. 
 

Therefore I induced is V/R = 1.045*10-5 *0.000000785/16.78 *10-9* 1570  = 0.000000311A 
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Length of current wire = 2*3.14*0.25*1000= 1570m, area of wire  
= 3.14* (1.0/2000)2=0.000000785m2= 0.785mm2 

Initial Current in the wire was 2A (again from “quick calculations” in the beginning 
of the paper), so induced current (0.0000003A) in our case is not significant. See if we can 
further reduce the relative velocity by side body Attachments or an additional trailing bogie 
on the ground?? 
 
5.   c) Our case: General Talk. 
 

 Our Case Old Maglev 
B 3.43* 10-4T 10-15T 
Induced EMF 1.045 * 10-5 V 338.67 V 
Speed of car 49 m/s 111 m/s 
Current required from the battery for 1 flying bogie < 2A  
Power required to fly 1 bogie <134.4 W  
Induced Current if relative velocity between engine 
and bogie is 2m/s. 

0.000000311A  

ΔF due to induced current, which can be taken care by 
additional mechanical support between the 2 bogies, 
extra weight borne by 1st engine on ground. And 
relative velocity between engine and bogie is 2m/s. 

2.22956187772972e-10 N  

 
If relative velocity of metglascore and solenoid train in our case,is non-zero, it can be 

made nearly zero by attaching mechanically the bogie to the engine, after it has been raised 
by the Solenoid. One can confirm that the solenoid or a couple of solenoids bear the weight 
of the bogie, the additional attachment from the bogie to the engine just takes care of the 
relative movement between the engine and bogie during air drag. It can take care of irregular 
vertical motion in case of irregularities in vertical motion of the assembly due to deformities 
in the surface of the road. 

It can be easily seen that in Magnetic Levitation Trains the relative motion between 
all the bogies and the train tracks is more (equal to the speed of the train + air drag) than the 
relative motion between bogie and engine during air drag, in our case after attaching the 
bogie to the engine to restrict vertical motion with basic upward force provided by the 
solenoid, thus less eddy currents. And it can also be concluded that these attachments bear 
some additional force due the bogie only during air drag.  

Due to extra attachments from engine to the bogie the relative distance between the 
two also remain constant, so the upward force remains constant and the assembly is stable. 
 
 

Back induced EMF = -NΔ(B.A)/Δt 
 
 

ΔB/Δt is nearly 0, Current is DC, so induced emf is nearly 0 V, if no air drag (no rel. vel.).  
 

Current can be switched off in the solenoid of the 1st car, if there is no 2nd car in use. 
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Motor in the front car has better control over direction of motion as its wheel touch 
the ground, so in our case the trains/cars/trucks are safer. 

The speed of the train in our case has to be compromised because the 1st car is on 
the ground, which gives better safety, but less overall speed due to frictional force. 

The track for most Magnetic Levitation Trains are ferroconcretemonorail in an 
inverted 'T' shape, the Magnetic Levitation Train could travel at very high speeds without the 
technical complexity and expensive tracks of magnetic levitation. There is no need in our 
model for laying new tracks. 

Since these cars are electric they don’t cause that much pollution. The ones in our 
case save electric energy than the previous levitation trains, as B in our case is 3.43*10-4T(for 
one bogie) and in the previous ones was 10-15T(for whole train) due to the difference in 
Metglas and ferrous core. 

We can tap, street current carrying wires, and house electric wires also for magnetic 
energy. 

It is worthwhile to mention that the Centre of Gravity of engine and all the bogies 
combined will lie at the centre of the engine so the assembly is stable. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Negative features of Maglev 
 

Instability due to eddy currents due to net relative motion between train and tracks, 
which is very high (speed of the car). 

More power required due to Ferrous material used instead of Metglas, so higher cost. 
New tracks of ferrous material laid down between places. 
Ferrous material causes instability in magnetic power in the long run. 
 

Positives of our model 
 

Better stability due to less relative motion between bogies and thus less eddy 
current.Which can be made less by attachments from 1st bogie to 2nd bogie. 
Less power consumed due to Metglas used instead of ferrous material, less operating cost. 
 

No need of new tracks 
 

Metglas also causes instability in magnetic force in the long run, use many co-axial 
solenoids instead of just one main co-axial solenoid and regular maintenance to overcome 
this problem. 
Less train speed is obtained in our model, because engine is on road. 
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